
Hybrid Windows for a hybrid world

Windows 365 Pilot

Business and Enterprise Editions

Windows 365 Business is for smaller organizations that want a simple way to buy, deploy, and manage 

Cloud PCs.

Windows 365 Enterprise is for organizations that want to manage their Cloud PCs with Microsoft Endpoint 

Manager and take advantage of integrations with other Microsoft services, including Azure Active Directory 

and Microsoft Defender for Endpoint.

Each edition is available with different compute and storage configurations. Please contact us for more 

information

What is it?

Windows 365 is a SaaS solution that 

combines the power and security of the 

cloud with the versatility and simplicity of 

the PC. From contractors and interns to 

software developers and industrial

designers, Windows 365 enables a variety 

of new scenarios for the new world of 

work.

Windows 365 takes the operating system 

to the Microsoft cloud, securely 

streaming your Windows experience – 

including all your apps, data, and settings 

– to any

device. This approach creates a new 

hybrid personal computing category: the 

Cloud PC.

Why is it important to the customer?

Users want technology that is familiar, easy to use and 

always available so they can work and create fluidly across 

devices. Windows 365 makes this possible for hybrid and 

elastic workforces, temporary employees, and secure, high-

powered computing, on personal or corporate devices.

Personalized Cloud PCs Stream your apps, data, content, 

settings, and storage from the Microsoft cloud with 

Windows 365

Simple, powerful, and secure Easily set up and scale Cloud 

PCs to fit your needs and securely support your hybrid 

workforce.

Stream to any device Pick up where you left off, on any 

device, and experience new opportunities for work and 

collaboration

Consistent 

experience and 

settings across 

devices

Scalable 

storage

based on your 

needs

Enable a 

connected,

secure 

workplace

Integrated 

security and 

identity 

management

Contact us today to get started! 
Email: Info@inovasys.com | Website: www.Inovasys.com | Phone: +2 02 25 390 467
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